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Discover how to look beautiful naturally -- produce your skin and locks shine vibrantly! Right
here’s what one reader considered the book: "I love this bundle! Prepared for skin and hair
that will make your friends jealous?.." - Rosaland, real Amazon reader *NO RISK Promise:* I’m
very self-confident you’ll such as this book, but if you browse it and feel that it does not deliver
the value promised, you can simply email my publisher (contact info inside this publication) and
we’ll issue a 100% refund for you. The problem is, it could burn a hole inside our pockets if we
had been to buy EVERY single beauty product we are in need of and desire from today’s
leading beauty stores. Plus, a lot of them are filled up with chemicals which are actually very
harmful to your skin, body and general health. Directions are comprehensive and an easy task
to follow with an excellent circulation to them. GET ALL 4 BOOKS TODAY AND SAVE $35.88)!
That is clearly a savings of 75%! BOOK 1: Homemade Body Butter: Over 25 Rejuvenating Body
Butter & Body Scrub Quality recipes to provide you with Soft, Glowing Skin Publication 2: Soap
Making: Home made Soap for Beginners - The Complete Guide to Making Luxurious, Skin-
Softening Soap at Home BOOK 3: Homemade Hair shampoo: Over 25 Revitalizing, Natural
Shampoo Recipes to provide you with Healthy, Beautiful Hair Reserve 4: Homemade Bath Bombs:
THE ENTIRE DIY Information to Making High-class, Soothing Bath Bombs Obtain beautiful
naturally and save money by getting the bundle! Do you want to stop harming your skin with
store-bought chemical substances and stop wasting cash on these harmful products? I had to
learn through it all simultaneously because I got so thrilled about the possibilities. I purchased
it on a whim thinking I would try it 'sometime' but I can't wait to try a number of these recipes. I
like the easy way that the author writes in very clear and concise method. In Homemade
Beauty Products: For Beginners - The Complete Bundle Information to Making Luxurious
Homemade Body Butter, Homemade Soap, Homemade Hair shampoo & Homemade Bath Bombs,
you'll receive 4 exclusive books to help you make your own homemade beauty product recipes
from start to surface finish, all with affordable substances: In this bundle, obtain 4 of Karen
Wells' best-selling books and Conserve $35. Beauty products are something every young lady
needs. You will be shocked when you find how easy it is to bring out your natural beauty
simply by using these natural homemade beauty product recipes.91 OFF the normal price
($47.91!
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Excellent book! Lavender can be soothing and relaxing while the coconut strengthens your
skin.The instructions are simple and I've all the ingredients which means this should be a fun
project. The reserve says, "when using home made body butters and scrubs, not merely are you
beautifying your skin layer;. Once I make it and put in a pretty jar and present it as something
special, I think my Mom will enjoy it.This books offers you all the information you will need on how
to get started making your own body scrubs and body butters. It offers you tips and lets you
know the type of tools work greatest and well as many, many quality recipes! I'm excited to
begin with!I think the initial body butter that I will make will be Coconut Lavender Body Butter."
Homemade body scrubs and body butters can have magical impact on your body, mind and
spirit. So far I'm approximately halfway thru this eBook. It is rather easy to make and just
contains 4 ingredients: Coconut Oil; Jojoba oil; Lavender oil and a few drops of rose essential
oil. It gives lots of insight into how to make body butters in the home using genuine and simple
elements. It is so great to look gorgeous and have smooth and youthful looking skin when
working with organic soap and lotion that is chemical free and therefore less dangerous. She's
in her second semester of university and she's got a complete course load.I'm excited about
starting this project. I'm so happy I downloaded this eBook. It is full of great ideas! Home made
body butters. Looking forward to experimenting, This bundle rocks !! That being said I'd you are
an absolute beginner this is prefect for you personally.Amazing! I bought it on a whim thinking I
would check it out 'sometime' but I cannot wait to try several recipes.! It is a wonderful
publication fully packed with all information required in making homemade soaps, lotion and
shampoo. It is also a nice project related to my daughter when she's not occupied doing
homework. The book has the required dishes and and how to go about when making the
soaps and lotions. It is very clear and the procedures are well given. Great work of the writer. A
fine read! For instance, panthenol solution must be purchased at an apothecary and isn't
designed for purchase to get. And let me tell you, they are packed filled with great recipes
and suggestions. Though I've just carried out a glance through the only real benefit I could
see for me is that there are shampoo recipes which I haven't done yet. Great book! I love this
book, although not what We was expecting. That was advertised as a couple of books, but it
is usually a copulation of info divided into four sections. Nevertheless, full of good information.
Three Stars boring but okay I bought this therefore i can make my mom some . I am extremely
happy with this book.. Love this bundle! I love this bundle! Helpful Knowledge is wisdom Like this
manual!! I would recommend this bundle of books. Directions are comprehensive and easy to
follow with a good flow to them. I refer to it almost on a daily basis to keep myself
knowledgeable on oils and amounts to buy/use.. I'm set for Christmas now SO MANY RECIPES!!
This bundle is AWESOME! I'm set for Xmas now. I like the simple way that the author writes in
obvious and concise way. Okay books Okay books but, better kinds out there. I experienced
to learn through it all at once because I got so thrilled about the possibilities. The only update
I'd day to include is explanations of certain ingredients and where they may be purchased.
Great Reference Book Was expecting a set of books, however they took all of the best parts
and put them in 1 book with 4 sections. Very informative this book is incredible ! with that they
had something for newbies in it. This is an excellent book for anyone getting started in soap
making This is a great book for anyone getting started in soap making. I'll upgrade my review
when I've tried at least three of the quality recipes. great book for beginners We was excited
that it was the books in a single and then when I got it was sad that's such a small book.. but
you are also absorbing antioxidants, improving your skin's UV level of resistance, and
stimulating your disease fighting capability just to name several benefits. I bought this so I



could make my mother someone Butter on her behalf Extremal Dry Skin
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